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In the First Folio, the plays of William Shakespeare were grouped into three categories: comedies, histories,
and tragedies, though today many scholars recognize a fourth category, romance, to describe the specific
types of comedies that appear as Shakespeare's later works.Examples of these include a midsummer nights
dream, comedies of errors and many more.
Shakespearean comedy - Wikipedia
The Alice Comedies are a series of animated cartoons created by Walt Disney in the 1920s, in which a live
action little girl named Alice (originally played by Virginia Davis) and an animated cat named Julius have
adventures in an animated landscape.
Alice Comedies - Wikipedia
This webpage is for Dr. Wheeler's literature students, and it offers introductory survey information concerning
the literature of classical China, classical Rome, classical Greece, the Bible as Literature, medieval literature,
Renaissance literature, and genre studies.
Literary Terms and Definitions C - Carson-Newman College
Complete text of the 10-minute play by Lynda Rodriguez. [It is the end of rehearsal. Unseen peers are
leaving, saying goodnight. The Actress responds, but is focused on gathering her belongings, making sure
sheâ€™s leaving nothing behind, and communicating with her director.
Watch Your Head - a ten-minute play by Lynda Rodriguez
Easily connect your digital business to millions of licensed songs. BMI's innovations include The Digital
Licensing Center, the first end to end automated online licensing system, and our automated music use
reporting and digital fee payment systems.Today BMI serves many thousands of different websites, mobile
applications and other digital services using BMI affiliated music.
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Advent - (Four Sundays Before Christmas). Advent is not widely celebrated in England, its celebration
actually originated in Germany, although in the church calendar Advent is the official start of the run up to
Christmas.
Christmas in the UK, British culture, customs and
D MORE FAMOUS PEOPLE FROM THE PAST Work in groups. One pupil, the game leader, chooses a
famous person. The rest of the group make statements and must find out who the person is.
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